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"Isee." (said with a smile and nod-can mean "I understand.")
'? see." (said

with little intonation

'7 see." (said

with

a

ancl a

frown-can mean "l'm closing down this
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haughty tone and a sneer-can mean, "I'm angry and I'll get even.

you'll come across to

The more context wrapped around a thought, the more clues to your real nreaning and

colJeagues

> Small Business
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Note the Attitude

Strategy

> Uncategorized

In comnlunication, we call attitude "tone," ln a lighthearted conversation with a

e about a social issue, I might be

expressing a strong opinion about how the law sl'rould be changed to allow thus-and

.

My colleague ends with, "Therr you

should run for office!" I respond, "Right. I'm working to get my nane on the ballot
aurhentic leadership.

It's highly likely that the comeback will be playful banter

as well,

not to be taken

lranaing
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business management Business Strategy

Or the contrary: If the previous conversation has been serious, and someone gets

out fbr makinS an insulting remark,

management

chant

communic&tioo

culrure curtrue customer service

then they shouldn't cry, "Foul, I wasn't serious. I was just joking."
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decision making Dianna Booher
Before you walk away from a conversation on a sensitive topic, consider the tone of

conversation overall. Did your remalk

fit the overall attitude on display? lf rot, don't be surprised if it's misintelpreted later.

f that's a possibility, take the extra

step to clarify. Were you serious? Teasing? Being playfully sarcastic?

effective leadership u*otional intelligence

employee engagement
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Watch the Body Language
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You can force the words, but controlling the body language proves much tougher.

there's

a

conflict between words and

creveropment I
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body Ianguage, people will believe your body language.
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Acknowledge Your Bias as a LiEtener

marketing
Everyone has filters through which they see the world. Some biases are harmless;

are apparent and damaging to

Early in my writing career, I queried my literary agent, a native New Yorker, to ask wh
book on a murder in Texas that had gained national attention. His response: "The

he thought about my proposing a
not big enouglr for people Lo cale.

You're dealing with New York editors. In their eyes, if it didn't happen in New York,

it

Smart agent. He acknowledged his own bias (and that of his buyers) and articulated

it leally. Listeners

part of the communication challenge. Analyze it and deal with

it

who acknowledge

tho hooinnino

Demonstrate Good Intentions
Some organizations value harmony over sincere, direct communication. When that's

openly about what's on theil mind for fear of upsetting others. They choose instead to

case, people hesitate to speak

hhold authentic disasreement or

valuable feedback for the sake of "relationships" and "harmony."

But direct communication doesn't necessarily

excTude harmony. The grease

that keeps he wheels turning is trusting

someone's good intentions. When your first thought is, "This person said X in an

to help, not hurt," then direct

communication leads to useful feedback, high performance, and increased productivi
Demonstrate your good intentions frequently. As a direct communicator, you need ot

rs to trust that you mean well and

value integrity.

Direct communication doesn't have to be a dirty habit that happens in secret. It need
contrary. Direct communication that demonstrates good intentions strengthens rela
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that overcoming your own

biases can function objectively if they decide to do so. When you con'rmunicate,
a key

't happen."
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DIANNA BOOHER
Dianna Booher works with organizations to improve their

with individuals to increase their impact

by a stronger executive

48 books, published in 61 foreign-lanBrage editions. Her latest
Communicate Like a Leader: Connecting Strategically to Coach, In
MORE Can I Say: Why Comrnunication Fails and What to Do About
Talk, Think, and Act Like a Leader;

ar-rd

Communicate With

through clear cotnmunication and
.

She is the bestselling author

, and Get

Things Done; Wl-rat

; Cleating Personal Presence: Look,

National media such as Good

Morning America, USA Today, The Wall Street loumal, investor's

iness Daily, Forbes.com, Fast

Company, FOX, CNN, NPR, Bloomberg, Success, and Erltrepreneur

ve interviewed her for opinions on

critical workplace communication issues. Dianna works with orga

of

include Fasteq Fewer, Better Emails;

s

to help them communicate

clearly and with individuals to increase their impact by a strong

I presence. She's the founder

Booher Research Institute, Inc, a communication consulting and

hing firm serving more than a third

of the Fortune 500. Successful Nleetings magazine has narned Dia

to its list of "21 Top

2

1st Centuqr." Her latest book has won an Axiom Award Silver

of

Speakers for the

201 8. wwlv.BooherResearch.com

8t7-283-2333.
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